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PORTFOLIO – 2021
POPPY SPINKS
Graphic Design / Illustration / Web Design / Fashion
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FREELANCE DESIGNER
Enthusiastic and positive lover-of-colour, interiors and layout with
experience in graphic design for social media and events

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

BA Hons in Contour Fashion (2015)
DeMontfort University Leicester

Freelance Design and Illustration
November 2017 - Present

Double Applied Art & Design A–Level (A*/A)
English Literature A–Level (D)
Sociology AS–Level (C)
11 GCSEs, 1 BTEC in Art & Design
Walton High School, Milton Keynes
SKILLS
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Graphic Design for social media
Poster and Print Design
Logo Design + Branding
Illustration: Fashion, Portraits + Plants
Mural Design + Painting
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This work has included posters, presentations and information decks for Greater
Manchester’s Night Time Economy Advisor Sacha Lord, a range of artwork including posters
and menus for bar/restaurant 33 Oldham Street, various Comedy Clubs and numerous
illustration commissions including fashion illustrations for Simple Be + Pretty Little Thing.

Parklife Festival + The Warehouse Project: Graphic Designer
August 2018 - August 2020

As the in-house designer at The Warehouse Project and Parklife Festival, I create content for
Social Media and national print campaigns for a variety of events including the UK’s largest
metropolitan festival. This has included: Liam and Noel Gallagher, Patrick Topping, Zutekh,
Marcel Dettman, Fourtet, Cru Cast + Denis Sulta’s Sulta Selects.
Reference upon request

Concepts Paris: Designer
January 2016 to November 2017

Researching and designing innovative and interesting concepts for bodyfashion (intimate
apparel, loungewear, sportswear, swimwear). Experience with office maintenance, global
book distribution and website maintenance.
Celia@conceptsparis.com
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BRANDING + LOGOS
Logos and branding identities created for
various small businesses: physiotherpists to
music PR to career coaching.
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THE WAREHOUSE PROJECT
A selection of artwork created for various
events at The Warehouse Project.
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THE WAREHOUSE PROJECT
All artworks were supplied in a variety of sizes
and formats for print and social media.
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COMEDY CLUBS
A selection of posters for Comedy Clubs around
the north west.
Often a very text heavy medium, comedy posters
need to stand out from the crowd, especially at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, where a sea of
posters line the streets.
I co-founded and run Killer Comedy Club in
Liverpool along with Castlefield Comedy Club, a
complete rebrand from its former, ‘Giggle Gang’.
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ILLUSTRATION
Illustrations and prints for @P_SPINKS.
I have also completed fashion illustration
projects for Simply Be and Pretty Little Thing
that I cannot presently share.
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WEB DESIGN
I own and run 3 websites, created using WIX.com. Within my own personal work, I strive to create contrasting brand identities in order to appeal to
different markets, audiences and styles. None of my sites were created using WIX’s available templates.
poppyspinks.com

paintedstudio.co.uk

twentytwentysomethings.com
- This project is a work in progress and will be a content platform to share the
common experience of life in your twenties in the 2020s through interviews,
videos, podcasts and articles.
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TREND FORECASTING

Moodboards for our Design Concepts book and online presentations.
A mix of photography and hand-drawn design helps to illustrate
tangible texture and detail to inspire designers who don’t have the
time for their own trend or market research.
All design, illustration and mood-boarding is a collaborative effort
from the whole team. I created the fashion illustration on the top left,
based upon a concept from one person, photos and fabrics selected
by another and mood boards created as a group.
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CONCEPTS
PARIS
Trend forecasting includes designing a range
of concepts for the whole intimates industry;
luxury boudoir to everyday high street. Taking
inspiration from current cultural trends, art
exhibitions, predicting how the current market
will evolve as well as following runway, it is a
complicated balance of designing for all for
the future.
Shapes, colours, details, fabrics, finishes and
prints must all be considered when inspiring
the brands that make up the clientele.
conceptsparis.com
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GRADUATE
COLLECTION

2015

My final major project and graduate collection
“Intersection’ (photographed by British Vogue
and found on their website) was inspired by
the contrast between flowing natural and
geometrical man-made structures as viewed
from above.
In spring 2015, I was highly influenced by
modern gender-fluidity. Streetwear is a
predominantly male culture; I looked to
subvert this through creating a lingerie
collection featuring menswear and
womenswear to emphasise the blending
of gender styles. All bras are sportswear
inspired, with non-wired soft cups.
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CONTACT ME:

spinkspoppy@gmail.com
+ 4 47 3 9 8 2 2 0 8 5 4
poppyspinks.com
@p_spinks / @painted__studio
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